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critical nonlinearities. Let 0/RN be a bounded smooth domain, N1 and
consider the problem
ut=2u+ f (u) in 0
{un= g(u) on 1 :=0 (1.1)u(0)=u0 ,
where f, g: R  R are locally Lipschitz functions.
We study (1.1) with initial data in Lq (0), W1, q (0), 1<qN or even in
spaces of measures. It is very well known that, in order to have a well
posed problem in these spaces, some growth conditions need to be imposed
on the nonlinearities f and g. These conditions guarantee that we have well
behaved nonlinear mappings in the space of initial data. It turns out that
there is a maximal growth allowed for f and for g that we denote critical
growth. The difficulty when f or g have the critical growth relies on the fact
that the nonlinear terms are ‘‘too large’’ and cannot be controlled a priori
by the linear terms. Therefore, for this case, standard approach to semi-
linear equations, e.g. [14, 4], fails. Another difficulty for (1.1) is that non-
linear terms may not be even defined on the space of initial data, as one
can easily check, for instance, when considering initial data in Lq (0) and
g{0, see the discussion further below.
To overcome these difficulties we will make use of some modification of
the technique in [6] so we can handle critical nonlinearities f and g at the
same time. In particular, for initial data in Lq (0), we will show existence,
uniqueness and regularity of solutions for f (u) growing like the power |u|\1,
for \11+2qN and g(u) growing like the power |u| \2, for \21+qN.
Also for initial data in W1, q (0), we will show existence, uniqueness and
regularity of solutions for \11+2q(N&q) and \21+q(N&q).
Finally for measures as initial data we will prove the well possedness of
(1.1) for \1<1+2N and \2<1+1N.
Note that there exists already several results on the initial value problem
(1.1). For the case of homogeneous linear boundary conditions (typically
of Dirichlet type) and critically growing nonlinearity f, this problem has
been considered in the Lq-settting in, [20, 21, 10, 6], in the W1, q-settting
in [6] and in the space of measures in [11]. In all these cases the critical
growths for the nonlinear term f coincide with the ones stated above. Also
it is known that the growth allowed on f is optimal for the well possedness
of the problem, see for example [10].
For the case of nonlinear boundary condition of the type un= g(u)
there are results in a Hilbert space setting in [9, 8, 13] when the nonlinear
terms are monotonic. This monotonicity assumption is essential in these
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papers since the problem is treated using maximal monotone operators
techniques.
Some other results without growth assumptions are also obtained in the
W1, q-setting for q>N, see [4]. These results are obtained with no restric-
tions in the growth of f and g thanks to the fact that W 1, q (0)/C(0 ).
On the other hand the Lq and W 1, q-setting where f and g are globaly
Lipschitz and satisfy an appropriate sign condition is treated in [2].
The H1-setting with subcritical nonlinearities is treated in [12]. The
W1, q-setting for q<N and subcritical nonlinearities could be handled with
the results in [4] although most of the results there obtained are stated
for g=0. Also, the Lq-settting for g=0 and subcritical f is considered in
[4, Theorem 16.3]. For other related results, in RN, see also [7, 15] and
references therein.
Our results in this paper are for f and g critically growing and with no
monotonicity assumptions whatsoever. In particular we recover all the
critical exponents on f appearing in the literature (like the ones in [11] for
measures) allowing simultaneously a critically growing nonlinearity at the
boundary. Showing that these growth conditions are optimal for the case
g{0 will be pursued elsewhere.
To initiate the discussion and in order to introduce the main ideas and
the main difficulties we are facing in this paper, we consider the case f#0
and look for solutions of (1.1) with initial data u0 # L2 (0).
We first introduce some terminology. It is well known that the Laplace
operator with homogenenous Neumann boundary conditions can be
regarded as an unbounded operator, A=2, in E 0=L2 (0) with domain
H 2N(0)=[u # H
2 (0) : un=0 in 0] and that, since this operator turns
out to be sectorial, associated to it there is an scale of Banach spaces (the
fractional power spaces) E :, [14]. It is well known that
E:/H2: (0),
E&:=(E:)$ = :0 (1.2)
and E12=H1 (0), E&12=(H1 (0))$, E0=L2 (0) and E 1=H 2N(0). Notice
that the operator A can also be regarded as an unbounded operator
A: E :+1/E:  E:, : # R, (this operator is usually called the realization of
A in E:). If we denote by X:=E:&1 then we have A: X 1/X 0  X0 and in
this setting, we have that for u # X1=L2 (0), Au is given by the linear form
(Au, ,)=|
0
u 2,
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for every , # H 2N(0). Moreover, A is sectorial and hence (1.1) can be
rewritten as
{u* =Au+ g1 (u),u(0)=u0 # X 1#L2 (0) (1.3)
which means that the solution verifies
d
dt |0 u,&|0 u 2,=|1 g(u),
for every , # H 2N(0).
Note that the map g1 is not well defined in X 1=L2 (0). Actually, it is
not well defined in any X 1+:, :14, since none of these spaces have a
well defined trace operator.
Therefore the standard theory (see [14, 4]) does not apply. In this case,
it is suitable to apply the theory developed in [6]. To be more precise, we
recall some definitions and results from [6]. Consider the abstract
problem,
{x* =Ax+h(x), t>0x(0)=x0 # X1 (1.4)
where A: X 1/X0  X0 is a sectorial operator. Denote by X : the fractional
power spaces associated to A. Define,
Definition 1.1. We say that x: [0, {]  X1 is an =-regular solution to
(1.4) if x # C([0, {], X1) & C((0, {], X 1+=), and x(t) satisfies
x(t)=eA tx0+|
t
0
eA(t&s)h(x(s)) ds. (1.5)
Definition 1.2. For =0, we will say that a map h, is an =-regular map
relatively to the pair (X1, X0), if there exist \>1, #(=) with \=#(=)<1
and a constant c, such that h: X1+=  X #(=) and
&h(x)&h( y)&X # (=)c &x& y&X 1+= (&x&\&1X 1+=+&y&
\&1
X1+=+1) \x, y # X
1+=.
(1.6)
Note that this definition includes the case where h: X 1+=  X #(=) is
globaly Lipschitz and #(=)>=.
The main result from [6] basically says the following,
Theorem. If h is an =-regular map for some =>0, then (1.4) has a unique
=-regular solution.
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Note that this result does not require h to be well defined in the space
were the initial data is taken, i.e. X1. Also, this results handles some cases
in which h: X 1  X 0, a situation that can not be handled by the standard
semilinear technique for parabolic equations, [14, 4, 5]. It is precisely this
theorem that would allow us to solve (1.1) when g grows critically.
With this in mind, for (1.3), we will prove that if g is a locally Lipschitz
function verifying
| g(u)& g(v)|c |u&v|( |u|\&1+|v|\&1+1), (1.7)
and \(N+2)N, N2, then g1 is an =-regular map relatively to the pair
(X1, X0), for 14<=<3N(4(N+2)) and #(=)=\=. From the above theorem,
we have the existence and uniqueness of =-regular solutions of (1.3).
Moreover these solutions will be shown to be classical solutions.
Note also that the theorem above would be sufficient for the case where
g#0, and f grows critically, see [6]. However, when both f and g grow
critically, the analysis is a little bit more involved as we now explain.
For problem (1.1), with f not necessarily zero, the corresponding
formulation takes the form
{u* =Au+ f0 (u)+ g1 (u),u(0)=u0 # X 1=L2 (0). (1.8)
that is
d
dt |0 u,&|0 u 2,=|0 f (u),+|1 g(u),
for every , # H 2N(0).
Notice that when both f and g grow critically problem (1.8) cannot be
directly treated with the abstract theorem above because of the different
=-regularity properties of the maps f0 and g1 . In fact in some cases the map
h= f0+ g1 is not =-regular for any =. It is therefore necessary to extend the
result from [6] to include the case where the nonlinearity h is a sum of
nonlinearities with different =-regularity properties. This is presented in
Section 2.2.
Moreover, we would like to treat these problems not only in the Hilbert
setting, but include also the Lq (0) and W 1, q (0) setting, 1<q<. For
these cases, and as it is explained in Section 2.1 (see also Remark 1 of [6]),
it is more appropriate to work with scales of Banach spaces coming from
interpolation instead of fractional power spaces.
Among all results proved in this paper we would like to emphasize the
following,
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Theorem 1.1. For 1<q< and N2 (respectively, N=1) and f, g
satisfying (1.7) with exponents \1 and \2 respectively, such that
\1\f=1+
2q
N
, and \2\g=1+
q
N
, (respectively, \2<1+q),
problem (1.1) with u0 # Lq (0) has a unique =-regular solution, for some =>0.
Furthermore, this solution is a classical solution.
Theorem 1.2. For 1<q<N, N1 and f, g satisfying (1.7) with
exponents \1 and \2 respectively, such that
\1\f =1+
2q
N&q
, and \2\g=1+
q
N&q
,
problem (1.1) with u0 # W1, q (0) has a unique =-regular solution, for some
=>0. Furthermore, this solution is a classical solution.
Theorem 1.3. For N1 and f, g satisfying (1.7) with exponents \1 and
\2 respectively, such that
\1<\f =1+
2
N
, and \2<\g=1+
1
N
,
problem (1.1) with u0 # (C(0 ))$ has a unique classical solution which satisfies
|
0
u(t, x) ,(x) dx wwt  0 (u0 , ,) , \, # C(0 ) (1.9)
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some back-
ground results on scales of Banach spaces and we extend the abstract
results in [6] to include a sum of nonlinearities with different =-regular
properties. In Section 3 we consider the problem (1.1) in W1, q (0), Lq (0)
and in spaces of measures.
2. ABSTRACT RESULTS
The results for parabolic equations with nonlinear boundary conditions
presented in the applications, Section 3, follow from general abstract results
for semilinear parabolic equations which allow critically growing non-
linearities. This approach requires the use of scales of Banach spaces, that
are briefly described below.
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2.1. Scales of Banach Spaces
In what follows we describe a construction of an Scale of Banach Spaces
associated to a sectorial operator &A0 : D(A0)/E0  E0 . For that, we
need the concept of interpolation which we briefly describe in the very
restricted context on what it will be used in this paper. For a more com-
plete treatment of interpolation we refer to [18]. See also [4].
Let B be the set of all Banach spaces and let E, F be in B, we denote
by L(E, F ) the set of bounded linear operators from E into F. A pair
(E1 , E0) of elements of B is called an interpolation couple if E1 /w
d E0
(continuous and dense embedding). Denote by C the set of all interpolation
couples.
An interpolation functor of exponent %, ( } , } )% , for 0<%<1, is a map
from C into B such that given (E1 , E0) and (F1 , F0) interpolation couples
we have that E% :=(E1 , E0)% and F% :=(F1 , F0)% are such that E1 /w
d
E% /w
d E0 , F1 /w
d F% /w
d F0 , A # L(E% , F%) whenever A # L(E0 , F0) &
L(E1 , F1) and
&A&L(E% , F%)&A&
1&%
L(E0 , F0)
&A&%L(E1 , F1) .
There are many examples of interpolation functors of exponent % for
0<%<1 (see, for example, [5, 18, 16]). The interpolation functors that we
will be concerned with are the real, the complex and the continuous inter-
polation functors (see [5]). We observe that what we call an interpolation
functor is called an exact admissible interpolation functor in [5].
We now construct the scale of spaces that will be used in the abstract
results that follow.
Let E 0 be a Banach space and &A0 : D(A0)/E0  E0 be a sectorial
operator and assume that Re(_(A0))<0 where _(A0) is the spectrum of
A0 . Then A0 generates an analytic semigroup [eA0 t: t0] in E0.
Let E1=D(A0) with the graph norm & }&E 1=&A0 } &E 0 . If A1 : D(A1)/
E1  E 1 denotes the realization of A0 in E1 we can define E2 :=D(A1) with
the graph norm & }&E 2 :=&A1 } &E 1 . This procedure allows us to define a
discrete scale of Banach Spaces, [E j, j=0, 1, 2, ...] and operators [Aj ,
j=0, 1, 2, ...]. For each 0<%<1 we fix an interpolation functor ( } , } )% and
let
E j+% :=(E j+1, E j)% , for % # (0, 1)
Then, we obtain a continuous one-sided scale [E :; : # [0, )] associated
to A0 . Also, since Aj # L(E j+2, E j+1) & L(E j+1, E j) we have that
Aj # L(E :+1, E :), for : # ( j, j+1), which is called the realization of A0 in
E: and denoted by A: .
In addition the following theorem holds.
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Theorem 2.1. If, for :0, A: denotes the realization of A0 in E : then
A: # L(E :+1, E:) and A: : E :+1/E :  E : generates an analytic semigroup
eA: t in E : which is the restriction of eA0 t to E :. Furthermore, there is a
constant M1 such that the following holds
t;&: &eA: tx&E;M &x&E : , 0:;.
The constant M can be choosen uniform for :, ; in a bounded interval.
For a proof of this theorem see [5].
We observe that, although Theorem 2.1 holds for 0:;<, in the
abstract results of Subsection 2.2 we only use it for 0:;2.
In order to see why we may want to consider these scales coming from
interpolation instead of the scale of fractional power spaces associated to
the operator A0 , we consider a very standard problem for which the scale
of fractional power spaces seems not to be suitable in the treatment of
critical problems.
Example. For a # C1 (0 ), a(x)a0>0, the operator L=div(a(x){),
with homogeneous Neumann boundary condition, can be seen as an
unbounded operator in E 0q :=L
q (0), for 1<q<, with domain E 1q :=
W2, qN (0) :=[u # W
2, q (0), un=0 on 0]. Considering the complex
interpolation functor of exponent %, [ } , } ]% , and following the construc-
tion above, L has an associated scale of Banach Spaces, E :q :=[E
1
q , E
0
q]: ,
see [4]. This scale verifies that
E :q :=[W
2, q
N (0), L
q (0)]: / H 2:q (0), 0:1, (2.1)
with continuous embeddings, where H :q(0) are the Bessel potential spaces.
On the other hand, if F :q denotes the fractional power spaces for the
operator L we have that
F :q / H
2:&
q (0)
for any :&<: (see [14, Thm 1.6.1]). In general it is not known that F :q
is embedded in H 2:q (0), although this is true if 0 is C
 or in the case of
Dirichlet boundary conditions, see [4, Remark 7.3].
Solving problems with critically growing nonlinearities requires working
with an scale for which the sharp embedings (2.1) hold, that will ensure
optimal embeddings into Lr spaces are obtained, see [6]. This is one of the
reasons why it is convenient to use the scale coming from interpolation
theory instead of the scale of fractional power spaces.
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2.2. Local Existence of Solutions
In this section we are interested in existence of solutions for the problems
of the form
x* =Ax+ :
n
i=1
fi (x), t>0
(2.2)
x(0)=x0 .
where we restrict ourselves to the case of autonomous nonlinearities for the
sake of simplicity in the notation.
The results presented here are natural and simple extensions of the
abstract results presented in [6], that are needed to deal with nonlinear
boundary conditions, systems and many other applications. With this in
mind we will only indicate the differences in the proofs and refer to [6] for
details. Also, note that the results in [6] were presented mainly for the
scale of fractional power spaces, although the proofs given there hold for
any scale of interpolation spaces. We follow here this setting.
As above, let X 0 be a Banach space, & }&X 0 its norm and &A: D(A)
/X 0  X 0 be a sectorial operator. If _(A) denotes the spectrum of A, we
assume that Re _(A)<0. Consider [X :, :0], a scale of Banach spaces
constructed by interpolation.
Consider the following class of nonlinearities: for 0=<1, \>1,
\=#(=)<1, and c a positive constant, define F :=F(=, \, #(=), c) as the
family of functions f such that f ( } ) is an =-regular map relative to the pair
(X 1, X 0), that is f: X 1+=  X #(=) and
& f (x)& f ( y)&X # (=)c&x& y&X 1+= (&x&\&1X 1+=+&y&
\&1
X 1+=+1) (2.3)
& f (x)&X # (=)c(&x&\X 1+=+1). (2.4)
for all x, y # X 1+=. Note that the first condition implies the second.
Then, we look for functions that verify
x(t)=eAtx0+|
t
0
eA(t&s) :
n
i=1
fi (x(s)) ds
and we have the following result.
Theorem 2.2. Assume that for 1in, fi # F(=i , \i , #i (=i), c), for some
=i>0. Assume also that
min[#i (=i); 1in]=: #

>max[=i ; 1in]=: = . (2.5)
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Then, if y0 # X 1, there exist r=r( y0)>0 and {0={0 ( y0)>0 such that
for x0 # X 1 with &x0& y0 &X 1<r there exists a continuous function
x: [0, {0]  X 1, with x(0)=x0 , which is the unique = -regular mild solution to
(2.2) starting at x0 . In addition, this solution satisfies
x # C((0, {0], X 1+%), t% &x(t, x0)&X 1+% www
t  0+ 0, 0<%<#

.
Moreover, if x0 , z0 # BX 1 ( y0 , r) the following holds
t% &x(t, x0)&x(t, z0)&X 1+%
C(%0 , {0) &x0&z0&X 1 , t # [0, {0], 0%%0<#

. (2.6)
Also, if #i (=i)>\i =i , for all 1in, then r can be chosen arbitrarily large.
That is, the time of existence can be chosen uniform on bounded sets of X 1.
Furthermore, x # C((0, {0], X 1+# ) and xt # C((0, {0], X 1+%), for any
%<#

, and (2.2) is satisfied, that is, x( } , x0) is an strict solution.
The constants above depend on the following: {0={0 ( y0 , A, =i , \i , #i (=i), c, M),
r=r( y0 , =i , \i , # i (= i), c, M), C=C(%0 , {0 , =i , \i , #i (=i), M).
Proof. The proof of this theorem basically follows line by line the proof
of Theorem 1 from [6]. We will just outline the proof pointing out the few
differences.
Let B( } , } ): (0, )_(0, )  (0, ) denote the beta function and define
B%=i= max0!%
[B(# i (=i), 1&#i (= i)), B(#i (=i), 1&\i=i),
B(#i (= i)&!, 1&#i (=i)), B(#i (= i)&!, 1&\i=i)].
For the proof of existence, define + as the unique positive solution of
supi, j cMB
=j
=i
+\i&1=14n. Let us choose now r=r(+, M)>0 such that
r=
+
4M
. (2.7)
Also, for y0 fixed, choose $>0 and {0={0 ( y0 , A, +, =i , \i , #i (= i), c, M) #
(0, 1] such that
sup
i, j
cM$B=j=i=
+
4n
, &t=i e&Aty0&X 1+=i
+
4
, 0t{0
(2.8)
sup
i, j
sup
0t{0
[t#i (=i)&=j]$.
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Now, for x0 # X 1 with &x0& y0&X 1<r, we look for fixed points of the
map
(Tx)(t)=eAtx0+|
t
0
eA (t&s) :
n
i=1
fi (s, x(s)) ds.
in the space, K({0) = [x # C((0, {0], X 1+= ) : sup1in supt # (0, {0] t
=i
&x(t)&X 1+=i+], with norm &x&K({0)=sup1in supt # (0, {0] t
=i &x(t)&X 1+=i .
With the above choice of parameters we have that, T(K({0))/K({0),
if x # K({0) then Tx # C((0, {0], X 1+%), \% # [0, #) (2.9)
and that T is a strict contraction in K({0). In proving all these, condition
(2.5) is used throughout. By the Banach contraction principle we have that
T has a unique fixed point in K({0), x(t, x0) which is defined for
&x0& y0&X 1<r, 0t{0 . Note that, from (2.9), x( } , x0) # C((0, {0], X 1+%),
for all 0%<#

. Also t% &x(t, x0)&X 1+%  0 as t  0 for all 0<%<#

and
lim
t  0+
&x(t, x0)&x0&X1=0.
With all these we have that x(t, x0) is an = &regular solution starting at
x0 and it is the unique = -regular solution starting at x0 , in the set K({0).
Moreover, if x0 , z0 # BX 1 ( y0 , r) and for 0%%0<#

, we have that
t% &x(t, x0)&x(t, z0) &X1+%C(%0) &x0&z0 &X1
for some constant C(%0).
The proof of uniqueness of = -regular solutions follows exactly as in
Theorem 1 of [6]. The same applies for the estimate of the existence time
when #i (=i)>\ i=i , for all 1in. We omit the proof of these facts.
For the extra regularity in the statement, observe that, since
h: X1+=  X # is locally Lipschitz on bounded sets, and since the solution
smoothes for positive time, we can apply the technique in Theorem 3.5.2 in
[14], to obtain that x(t, x0) satisfies (2.2) and xt # C((0, {0], X1+%), for
any %<#

. From here, we also get x # C((0, {0], X 1+# ). K
Like in [6], we may also prove a result on the maximal time of existence
of an =-regular solution.
Proposition 2.1. If fi are as in Theorem 2.2 and x(t, x0) is an
= -regular solution starting at x0 with a maximal time of existence {m<,
then limt  {&m &x(t, x0)&X1+$=, for any 0<$<=, where ==min[= i ;
1 in]. If, moreover, #i (=i) >\i =i for all 1 in, then we also have
limt  {&m &x(t, x0)&X 1=.
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Proof. It is easy to check that if f i is =i -regular relatively to (X1, X 0)
with #i (= i)\i=i , then for any 0<$<=, f i is = i*-regular relatively to
(X1+$, X $), for = i*==i&$, with #i (= i*)>\ i= i*. Also, if # i (= i)>\i= i for all
1in, then we can take $=0. Assume the solution remains bounded in
X1+$ along a sequence that converges to {m . Then using Theorem 2.2 for
the pair (X1+$, X$) and using now the uniform existence time on bounded
sets, we get that the solution can be extended beyond {m , which is a con-
tradiction. K
If f is an =-regular map relatively to the pair (X1, X0), for = in an
interval I, as in [6], we classify the map in the following way:
v If I=[0, =1] for some =1>0 and #(0)>0. We say that f is a
subcritical map relative to (X1, X 0).
v If I=[0, =1] for some =1>0 with #(=)=\=, = # I and if f is not
subcritical; then, we say that f is a critical map relative to (X1, X0).
v If I=(0, =1] for some =1>0 with #(=)=\=, = # I, and f is not sub-
critical or critical; then, we say that f is a double-critical map relative to
(X1, X0).
v If I=[=0 , =1] for some =1>=0>0 with #(=0)>\=0 and f is not sub-
critical, critical or double critical; then, we say that f is an ultra-subcritical
map relative to (X1, X0).
v If I=[=0 , =1] for some =1>=0>0 with #(=)=\=, = # I, and if f is not
subcritical, critical, double critical or ultra-subcritical; then, we say that f
is an ultra-critical map relative to (X1, X0).
Note that in the last three cases f is not even defined on X1. However,
in all cases, the results above allow to construct solutions of (2.2).
3. HEAT EQUATIONS WITH NONLINEAR
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
It is well known that for semilinear problems like (1.1) it is always
desirable to work not on a fixed space (say W 1, q (0), for example), but to
work on families of spaces in which the initial data can lie and in which the
nonlinear term is well behaved. This amounts to constructing scales of
spaces associated to the operator A=2 in Lq (0), with homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditions, as described above. Among several reasons
for this, we point out that, with this approach, one can give a unified treat-
ment to (1.1) which allows one to solve it in the following two senses:
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Definition 3.1. For u0 # W 1, q (0), a variational weak solution of (1.1)
is a function u # C([0, {), W 1, q (0)) such that
d
dt |0 u,+|0 {u {,=|0 f (u),+|1 g(u), (3.1)
for every , # W 1, q$ (0).
Definition 3.2. For u0 # Lq (0), a variational very weak solution of
(1.1) is a function u # C([0, {), Lq (0)) such that
d
dt |0 u,&|0 u 2,=|0 f (u),+|1 g(u), (3.2)
for every , # W 2, q$N (0), where W
2, q$
N (0) consist of the functions in W
2, q$ (0)
with zero normal derivative on 1, and q$ the conjugate exponent to q.
This formulations come from multiplying the equation by a test function
and integrating by parts. See [4, (2.7), (2,9), page 13], [4, pages 61 and
62] and [4, Theorem 8.3, page 40].
It is clear from the results in the previous section that for a given
problem x* =Ax+ni=1 f i (x), where &A is a sectorial operator with an
associated scale of spaces X%, we need to identify these spaces and to study
the =-regularity properties of the maps fi . This last part is usually a conse-
quence of the previous knowledge of the integer order spaces, interpolation
theory and standard techniques involving Sobolev type embeddings. In this
way the local existence of solutions for this problem is reduced to a good
knowledge of the scale of spaces associated to the linear operator A.
In the Hilbert case, that is, when q=2 all methods of construction of
scales give the same spaces, while if q{2 the result depends on the choice
of the interpolation method. One of the scales of spaces that have been
widely used is the scale of fractional power spaces, see [14], but some
other scales have been shown to be very well suited to that purpose, [4, 5,
16]. In fact, we will show below that the scales coming from interpolation
are naturally better adapted for the problem of critical exponents, since, for
them, some more precise information is available than for the scale of frac-
tional power spaces.
Moreover, although for the abstract results of Subsection 2.2 only the
positive scale is needed (actually, only a construction of the scale for
0:2 is required), in the applications it is necessary to have a definition
and a description of the scale for negative values of :. This is needed since
in many instances we will have to work in spaces larger than the base space
E0. The spaces in the negative scale, that we will call E&:, are the best
suited for this task. The construction of these spaces is accomplished as
follows (see [4, 5]):
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With the notations in Subsection 2.1, assume also that E 0 is a reflexive
Banach space and define
E&1 :=(E 0, &A&10 } &E0)
t
(3.3)
that is, a completion of E 0 relatively to the norm &A&10 } &E 0 . That gives a
Banach Space, E 0 /wd E&1, and there is a unique closed extension of A0
to E &1 which we denote by A&1 : E 0/E &1  E&1. Clearly E0 with the
norm &A&1 } &E &1 is isomorphic to E&1. With this proceedure one can then
construct E&2 and A&2 and E&1 with the norm &A&2 } &E &2 is isomorphic
to E&2. This proceedure can be carried out to obtain the discrete scale [E j,
j=&m, &m+1, &m+2, ...] for any natural number m. Once the discrete
scale is constructed, we fix the operator A&m : E&m+1/E&m  E &m and
construct the one sided continuous scale associated to it, [E:;
: # [&m, )] and [A: ; : # [&m, )] before.
To have a better description of the scale of negative exponents, we
proceed as follows. Let E 0* denote the topological dual of E
0 and A*0 :
D(A*0 )/E
0
*  E
0
* be the dual operator of A0 . Then A
*
0 is a sectorial
operator in E 0* and proceeding as before, one may construct the scale of
Banach spaces and operators associated to A*0 , [E
:
* ; : # [&m, )] and
[A:*; : # [&m, )]. Depending on the way one constructs this scale it is
possible to identify the fractional spaces E&: through the spaces E :* , :0
as follows:
For 0<%<1 let [ } , } ]% , ( } , } )%, q , 1q and ( } , } )0%,  denote
respectively the complex, the real and the continuous interpolation functors
of exponent %. Then, if ( } , } )% # [[ } , } ]% , ( } , } )%, q , ( } , } )0%,  , 1<q<]
we define the dual functor ( } , } )*% of ( } , } )% as
( } , } )*% :={
[ } , } ]% if ( } , } )%=[ } , } ]%
( } , } )%, q$ if ( } , } )%=( } , } )%, q , 1<q<
( } , } )%, 1 if ( } , } )%=( } , } )
0
%,  .
If for each 0<%<1 we choose ( } , } )% # [[ } , } ]% , ( } , } )%, q , ( } , } )0%, ] to
obtain the scale E: and its dual functor ( } , } )%* to obtain the scale E :* ,
then we have that for :>0
E&:=(E :*)$ and A&:=(A:
*)$.
Moreover, Theorem 2.1 holds true also for negative values of : (see [5]
for proofs).
We overview now the description of the scales of spaces constructed
above for problem (1.1), where the linear operator is the Laplace operator
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with Neumann boundary conditions (similar description can be obtained
for an operator as the one from the example in Subsection 2.1). Again we
follow [4]. Let 0 be a bounded smooth domain and H lq(0), be the Bessel
potential spaces and H &lq (0) :=(H
l
q$(0))$, 1<q<, l0. In this section
we will constantly use certain well known embeddings that we summarize
as:
H lq(0)/L
r (0), if
l
N
&
1
q
 &
1
r
, 1<qr<
(3.4)
H lq(0)/C
’ (0 ), if l&
N
q
>’>0
with continuous embeddings (see, [1]). This embeddings are known to be
optimal.
For later use, we state here some trace results for Bessel potential spaces,
[1]. If T denotes the trace operator, then for l>1q, T is well defined on
H lq(0) and
H lq(0) w
T Lr (1), for r {
 if lq>N
(3.5)
< if lq=N

(N&1)q
N&lq
if lq<N
Following the results and notation of the example of Subsection 2.1,
the operator L=2 (or in general an elliptic operator of the type
L=div(a(x) {)) with homogeneous Neumann boundary condition, can be
seen as an unbounded operator in E 0q :=L
q (0) for 1<q< with domain
E 1q :=W
2, q
N (0) :=[u # W
2, q (0), un=0 on 0]. It has an associated
scale of interpolation spaces E :q that, thanks to (2.1), (3.4) and the fact that
E&:q =(E
:
q$)$, satisfy
E :q /L
r (0), for r
Nq
N&2:q
, 0:<
N
2q
E 0q=L
q (0) = 1<q< (3.6)E :q #Ls (0), for s NqN&2:q , & N2q$<:0
with continuous embeddings. Moreover, we have E &12q =(W
1, q$ (0))$=:
W &1, q (0).
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If we now consider the realizations of L on the scale above, we get
the following, [4, pages 3943]. The operator L&12 # L(E 12q , E
&12
q )=
L(W 1, q(0), W 1, q$(0))$=L(W 1, q(0), W&1, q(0)) is given by
(L&12u, ,) =&|
0
{u {, (3.7)
for every , # W1, q$ (0). On the other hand, the operator L&1 #
L(E 0q , E
&1
q )=L(L
q (0), (W 2, q$N (0))$) is given by
(L&1 u, ,) =|
0
u 2, (3.8)
for every , # W 2, q$N (0).
With all these, (1.1) can now be written as
ut=L&12 u+h(u), u(0)=u0 # W1, q (0)
which corresponds to the weak formulation (3.1). Alternatively, (1.1) can
be written as
ut=L&1 u+h(u), u(0)=u0 # Lq (0)
which corresponds to the very weak formulation (3.2), see also (1.3) and
(1.8). In both cases h is defined as h(u)= f0 (u)+ g1 (u), in the sense that
( f0 (u)+ g1(u), ,)=|
0
f (u),+|
1
g(u), (3.9)
for all suitable choosen test function ,. As for (1.4), we look for solutions
of the integral equation
u(t)=eAtu0+|
t
0
eA(t&s)[ f0 (u(s))+ g1 (u(s))] ds (3.10)
where A denotes either L&12 or L&1 .
Therefore, we are in a position to apply the abstract results of Subsection
2.2. Then, we will assume some growth assumptions on f and g and study
the =-regularity properties of the corresponding mappings f0 and g1 in
order to apply Theorem 2.2.
3.1. Critical Exponents for Initial Data in Lq (0)
In this section we prove Theorem 3.1. Therefore, we assume that in (1.1),
f and g verify (1.7) with exponents \1 and \2 respectively. We will see that
as long as \1\f =(N+2q)N and \2\g=(N+q)N we can give an
existence and uniqueness theorem for the problem above in Lq (0).
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With the notations of Section 2.1 and more precisely with (2.1), denote
by X :q :=E
:&1
q , : # R and by Aq : X
1
q /X
0
q  X
0
q the realization of 2 in
E&1q given by (3.8). Then, from (3.6), we have
X :q /L
r (0), for r
Nq
N+2q&2:q
, 1:<
N
2q
X 1q=L
q (0) = 1<q<.X :q #Ls (0), for s NqN+2q&2:q , & N2q$<:1
(3.11)
with continuous embeddings. Note that in this setting, when applying
Theorem 2.2, we will obtain a solution on (1.1) in the sense of (3.2). Later
on we will show that this solution is even classical.
The =-regularity properties of the map f0 are given by the following
lemma that is taken from [6]. The main argument relies in the fact that if
f grows like in (1.7), then f0 is a well defined mapping between L\1r (0) and
Lr (0), for any r1, which is moreover Lipschitz on bounded sets. There-
fore, we use the sharp embedings in (3.11) for X 1+=q /L
\1r(=) (0) and then
the sharp embeddings in (3.11) for Lr(=) (0)/X #(=)q . Whith this, (2.3)
and (2.4) come out easily. In fact, it is not difficult to check that
#(=)=1+(1&\1) N2q+=\1 . When checking that the parameters in the
exponents verify 0<=<1, \1=#(=)<1, and according to the classification
of nonlinearities stated in the previous section, we get the results below.
Notice that \1 =#(=) iff \1(N+2q)N and the critical case corresponds
to the equal sign.
Lemma 3.1 (Critical Case). If 1<q< and if \1=\f =(N+2q)N,
then
v If N3, q>N(N&2), then f0 is an =-regular map relative to
(X 1q , X
0
q) for 0=<1\1 and #(=)=\1 =. Therefore f0 is a critical map.
v If N3, q=N(N&2), then f0 is an =-regular map relative to
(X 1q , X
0
q) for 0<=<1\1 and #(=)=\1=. Therefore, f0 is a double-critical
map.
v If N=1, 2 and 1<q< or if N3 and 1<q<N(N&2), then f0
is an =-regular map relative to (X 1q , X
0
q) for 0<1\1 (1&N2q$)<=<1\1
and #(=)=\1=. Therefore, f0 is an ultra-critical map.
Lemma 3.2 (Subcritical Case). If N1, 1<q< and if \1<\f =
(N+2q)N, then
v If N(N&2)q then f0 is a subcritical map relative to (X 1q , X
0
q).
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v If 1<q<N(N&2) and \1q then f0 is a subcritical map relative
to (X 1q , X
0
q).
v If 1<q<N(N&2) and N2 (\1&1)<q<\1 then f0 is an ultra-
subcritical map relative to (X 1q , X
0
q).
For the nonlinearity g1 we have the following analysis. If g grows like in
(1.7), with exponent \2 , then g1 is a well defined mapping between L\2r (1 )
and Lr (1 ), for any r1, which is moreover Lipschitz on bounded sets.
Therefore, we use first the sharp embeddings (2.1) for X 1+=q /H
2=
q (0)
together with the properties for the trace operator, T, H 2=q (0) w
T
L\2r(=) (1 ), see (3.5). Then, in a similar way, we use sharp embeddings of
the form Lr(=) (1 )/X #(=)q . Again, (2.3) and (2.4) come out easily. Indeed,
in this case, it is easy to check that #(=)= 12+(1&\2) N2q+=\2 . Again,
when checking that the parameters in the exponents, verify 0=<1,
\2 =#(=)<1, and according to the classification of nonlinearities stated in
the previous section, we get the results below. Notice that now \2 =#(=)
iff \2(N+q)N and the critical case corresponds to the equal sign.
Also, observe that since X 1q is a space with no trace, = has to be taken
large enough such that the functions in X 1+=q have trace. This implies that
the mapping g1 will be always ultra-subcritical or ultra-critical, according
to the notations in the previous section.
Lemma 3.3 (Critical Case). If N>1, 1<q< and if \2=\g=
(N+q)N, then
v If 1<q<N(N&1) then, g1 is an =-regular map relative to (X 1q , X
0
q)
for 1\2(1&N2q$)<=<12\2((q+1)q) and #(=)=\2=.
v If qN(N&1) then g1 is an =-regular map relative to (X 1q , X
0
q) for
12q<=<12\2((q+1)q) and #(=)=\2 =.
In both cases the nonlinearity g1 is an ultra-critical map.
Proof. We have to prove that g1 maps X 1+=q into X
#(=)
q with #(=)=\2=
and satisfies
&g1 (u)&Xq# (=)c(&u&
\2
Xq
1+=+1),
&g1(u)& g1 (v)&Xq# (=)c(&u&
\2&1
Xq
1+= +&v&
\2&1
Xq
1+= +1)&u&v&Xq1+= .
Since the proofs of both inequalities are similar we restrict our attention
to the first one. Note that if T denotes the trace operator then, with the
notations in (2.1), we have
X 1+=q /H
2=
q (0) w
T L\2r(=) (1 ),
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for \2r(=)=(Nq&q)(N&2q=), provided that (Nq&q)(N&2q=)>q and,
again using (3.5),
(X #(=)q )$/H
2&2\2=
q$ (0) w
T Lr(=)$ (1 ),
provided that q>(Nq&q)((N&2q=) \2)>1. Now, for , # (X #(=)q )$ we have
that
|(g1 (u), ,) |= } |1 g(u), }&g(u)&L r (=)(1 ) &,&L r (=)$(1)
c(1+&u&\2
L \2 r(=) (1 )
) &,&L r (=)$(1 )c(1+&u&
\2
X q
1+=) &,& (Xq#(=))$
which implies &g1 (u)&Xq#(=)c(1+&u&
\2
X q
1+=).
The intervals of =-regularity will come from the trace restrictions above,
namely: \2 q>(Nq&q)(N&2q=)>max[\2 , q]. If \2q, that is, if 1<
qN(N&1) then we have 1\2(1&N2q$)<=<12\2((q+1)q). On the
other hand, if q\2 , that is, if qN(N&1) we have 12q<=<
12\2((q+1)q). This concludes the proof. K
With respect to subcritical cases we have the following results,
Lemma 3.4 (Subcritical Case). If N1, 1<q< and if \2<\g=
(N+q)N, then g1 is an ultra-subcritical map.
Note that in either case for f0 or g1 , since the worst situation
correspond to the critial cases, the intervals of =-regularity for subcritical
cases contain those for the critical ones.
The results above are summarized in Figs. 14.
Remark 3.1. Notice that for q close to 1 the intervals where f0 and g1
are =-regular are disjoint, see Figure 4. Hence, in this case, h= f0+ g1 is
not =-regular for any value of =. Therefore it is essential that in the abstract
results we may deal with a sum of functions with different =-regularity
properties and for different values of =.
Now we can prove the following,
Theorem 3.1. For 1<q< and N2 (respectively, N=1) and f, g
satisfying (1.7) with exponents \1 and \2 respectively, such that
\1\f =1+
2q
N
, and \2\g=1+
q
N
, (respectively, \2<1+q),
problem (1.1) with u0 # Lq (0) has a unique = -regular solution, for some = >0.
Furthermore, this solution is a classical solution.
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FIG. 1. Criticality of f0 in Lq(0) for N3.
FIG. 2. Criticality of g1 in Lq(0) for N3.
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FIG. 3. Intervals of =-regularity of f0 .
Proof. Let 1<q< be fixed, N2 (the case N=1 is similar) and let
f and g satisfy (1.7) with \1(N+2q)N and \2(N+q)N, respectively.
From the lemmas above we obtain that f0 is an =1-regular map and g1 is
an =2-regular map for some =1 , =2>0.
In order to check condition (2.5) in Theorem 2.2, we proceed as follows.
As noted above the intervals of =-regularity of subcritical cases are larger
than those for the critical ones, so it is enough to check (2.5) for some =1
FIG. 4. Intervals of =-regularity of g1 .
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and =2 in the intervals given by Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.12 and for
\1=(N+2q)N and \2=(N+q)N.
Now, observe that if qN(N&2), taking =1 and =2 as large as possible
in these intervals makes # to be close to (q+1)2q while = is close to
N(N+q) and (2.5) is verified.
On the other hand, if q>N(N&2), since \1>\2 , the interval for f con-
tains that for g and we can choose =1==2== close to (q+1)\22q which
makes #

to be close to (q+1)2q and again (2.5) is verified. Note also that
in any case, #

can be choosen larger than 12 .
Consequently, Theorem 2.5 gives the existence of an = -regular solution
for = =max[=1 , =2]. In particular, the solution satisfies (1.1) in the sense
of (3.2). Also, Theorem 2.5 gives u # C((0, {], X 1+#q ), with #

=
min[#1 (=1), #2 (=2)] and also ut # C((0, {], X 1+#
&
q ), for any #
&<#.
Since, as observed above, =1 and =2 can be choosen so that #

> 12 , then
X 1+#
&
q
/H 1q(0). Therefore, the solution found satisfies u, ut # C((0, {],
H 1q(0)), that is, u # C
1 ((0, {], H 1q(0)).
If q>N, we can use the embedding H 1q(0)/C
: (0 ) for some :>0.
Therefore u # C1 ((0, {], C: (0 )). Moreover, viewing equation (1.1) for
0<t{ as an elliptic equation &2u= f (u)&ut , in 0, un= g(u), on 1,
and using classical elliptic regularity theory we get that u( } , t) # C2, : (0).
This shows that the solution is classical.
If 1<q<N we apply a bootstrap argument. Since H 1q(0)/L
r (0) for
r=Nq(N&q)>q, and since \1(N+2q)N<(N+2r)N and \2
(N+q)N<(N+r)N we can apply the argument above in Lr (0) which
now gives u # C1 ((0, {], H 1r(0)). Repeating the above, in a finite number of
steps we can show that u # C 1 ((0, {], H 1p(0)), for some p>N. This, as
before, implies that the solution is classical. K
Remark 3.2. Notice that applying (2.6) to this case with %=0 and %= 12
we get that for u1 , u2 # Lq (0)
&u(t, u1)&u(t, u2)&Lq(0)C &u1&u2 &Lq(0)
(3.12)
&u(t, u1)&u(t, u2)&H1q(0)
C
- t
&u1&u2 &Lq(0) .
Now with a bootstrap argument, as the one from [2, Corollary 2.6] or
from [6, Section 3.2], and with Sobolev embeddings (3.4) it is not difficult
to show that the following estimate also holds,
&u(t, u1)&u(t, u2)&C ’&(0)
C
t12(’+Nq)
&u1&u2&Lq(0) (3.13)
where ’&<’ # (0, 2)
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Moreover, from Proposition 2.10, if u0 # Lq (0) and the solution u(t, u0)
has a finite time of existence, {m then limt  {&m &u(t, u0)&H$q (0)=, for any
$>0.
3.2. Critical Exponents for Initial Data in W 1, q (0)
In this section we will show that in the space W 1, q (0), for 1<q<N, the
critical growth for f and g are \f =(N+q)(N&q) and \g=N(N&q),
while for q>N there is no growth restriction. Moreover, for the case q=N,
f and g are allowed to belong to the class of locally Lipschitz mapping in
R such that for every ’>0, there exists c’>0 such that
| f (u)& f (v)|c’ (e’ |u|
N(N&1)
+e’ |v|N(N&1)) |u&v|. (3.14)
This growth will be allowed because of Trudinger’s inequality, [19].
With the notations in (2.1), denote by X :q :=E
:&12
q , : # R and by
Aq : X 1q /X
0
q  X
0
q the realization of 2 in E
&12
q , given by (3.7). Moreover,
from (3.6), we have
X :q /L
r (0), for r
Nq
N+q&2:q
,
1
2
:<
N
2q
X 0q=W
&1, q (0) = 1<q<X :q #Ls (0), for s NqN+q&2:q , & N2q$<:12
(3.15)
with continuous embeddings. Note that in this setting, when applying
Theorem 2.2, below, we will obtain a solution on (1.1) in the sense of (3.1).
Later on we will show that this solution is even classical. More precisely,
in this section we will prove the following result.
Theorem 3.2. If N1, u0 # W 1, q (0) and f, g are locally Lipschitz
functions, then
v if q>N, or
v if q=N and f, g satisfy (3.14), or
v if 1<q<N and f, g satisfy (1.7), with \1(N+q)(N&q) and
\2N(N&q) respectively, problem (1.1) has a unique = -regular solution for
some = >0. This solution is a classical solution.
The =-regularity properties of the map f0 are given by the following
lemma that is taken from [6].
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Lemma 3.5. Assume that f is a locally Lipschitz function. The non-
linearity f0 can be classified as follows:
v If q>N then f0 is a subcritical map relatively to (X 1q , X
0
q). Note
that, for N=1 f0 , is always subcritical.
v If N2, q=N and f satisfies (3.14). Then f0 is a subcritical map
relatively to (X 1q , X
0
q).
v If N2, N(N&1)<q<N and f satisfies (1.7) with exponent \1
1. If \1=(N+q)(N&q), f0 is an =-regular map relative (X 1q , X
0
q)
for 0=<12\1 . Therefore f0 is a critical map.
2. If \1<(N+q)(N&q), f0 is a subcritical map relatively to
(X 1q , X
0
q).
v If N3, N(N&1)=q and f satisfies (1.7) with exponent \1 (here
the case N=2 falls into the case N=q)
1. If \1=(N+q)(N&q)=N(N&2), f0 is an =-regular map
relative (X 1q , X
0
q) for 0<=<12\1 . Therefore f0 is a double-critical map.
2. If \1<N(N&2), f0 is a subcritical map relatively to (X 1q , X
0
q).
v If N2, 1<q<N(N&1) and f satisfies (1.7) with exponent \1
1. If \1=(N+q)(N&q), f0 is an =-regular map relative (X 1q , X
0
q)
for 0<(N&q)2q&N2\1<=<(N&q)2q&N2q\1 , with #(=)=\1 =.
Therefore f0 is an ultra-critical map.
2. If Nq(N&q)<\1<(N+q)(N&q), f0 is an =-regular map
relative (X 1q , X
0
q) for 0<(N&q)2q&N2\1<=<(N&q)2q&N2q\1 ,
with #(=)>\1=. Therefore f0 is an ultra-subcritical map.
3. If 1<\1Nq(N&q), f0 is a subcritical map relatively to
(X 1q , X
0
q).
The proof runs as in Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. For example, when
(1.7) is assumed with exponent \1 and 1<q<N, we have f0 : X 1+=q 
X #(=)q , for #(=)=(N+q)2q&\1(N&q)2q+\1=.
The =-regularity properties of the map g are given by the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Assume that g is a locally Lipschitz function. The non-
linearity g1 can be classified as follows:
v If q>N then g1 is a subcritical map relatively to (X 1q , X
0
q). Note
that, for N=1, g1 is always subcritical.
v If q=N and g satisfies (3.14); then, g1 is a subcritical map relatively
to (X 1q , X
0
q).
v If N2, N(N&1)<q<N and g satisfies (1.7) with exponent \2
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1. If \2=N(N&q), g1 is an =-regular map relative (X 1q , X
0
q) for
0=<12q\2 . Therefore g1 is a critical map.
2. If \2<N(N&q), g1 is a subcritical map relatively to (X 1q , X
0
q).
v If N3, N(N&1)=q and g satisfies (1.7) with exponent \2 (the
case N=2 falls into the case N=q)
1. If \2=N(N&q)=(N&1)(N&2), g1 is an =-regular map
relative (X 1q , X
0
q) for 0<=<12q\2 . Therefore g1 is a double-critical map.
2. If \2<(N&1)(N&2), g1 is a subcritical map relatively to
(X 1q , X
0
q).
v If N2, 1<q<N(N&1) and g satisfies (1.7) with exponent \2
1. If \2=N(N&q), g1 is an =-regular map relative (X 1q , X
0
q) for
0<(N&q)2q&(N&1)2\2 <=<12q\2 , with #(=)=\2=. Therefore g1 is
an ultra-critical map.
2. If ((N&1)q)(N&q)<\2<N(N&q), g1 is an =-regular map
relative (X 1q , X
0
q) for 0<(N&q)2q&(N&1)2\2 <=<12q\2 , with #(=)>
\2 =. Therefore g1 is an ultra-subcritical map.
3. If 1<\2((N&1)q)(N&q), g1 is a subcritical map relatively
to (X 1q , X
0
q).
Again, the proof runs as in Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4. For instance,
when (1.7) is assumed with exponent \2 and 1<q<N, we have
g1 : X 1+=q  X
#(=)
q , for #(=)=N2q&\2(N&q)2q+\2=.
The results above are summarized in Figs. 5 and 6.
FIG. 5. Criticality of f0 in W 1, q(0) for N3.
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FIG. 6. Criticality of g1 in W 1, q(0) for N3.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Again it can be seen that for some =1 and =2 ,
(2.5) is satisfied. Applying Theorem 2.5, we get that (1.1) has a unique
locally defined = -regular solution, for some = >0 and u0 # W 1, q (0). This
solution verifies (1.1) in the sense of (3.1). An entirely similar boot-
strap argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 proves that this solution is
classical. K
Remark 3.3. Notice that applying Proposition 2.1 to the case where
1<q<N we see that if the time of existence is {m<, then for all $>0,
small enough, we have limt  {&m &u(t, u0)&H q1+$=, while for qN we have
limt  {&m &u(t, u0)&W1, q=.
Notice also that for 1<q<N the growth restrictions on f and g for the
space W 1, q (0) coincide with the growth restrictions on f and g in the
space Lr (0) where r=Nq(N&q). Observe that this r is the biggest one for
which the embedding W 1, q/Lr holds.
3.3. Critical Exponents for Measures as Initial Data
In this section we want to solve problem (1.1) with an initial condition
u0 # (C0 (0 ))$, that is, a bounded measure.
Notice first that if s>Nq$, then H sq$(0) /w
d C0 (0 ), and therefore,
(C0 (0 ))$ /wd (H sq$(0))$=H
&s
q (0). Therefore, we will try to obtain solu-
tions of (1.1) with initial data in the latter space.
We can give an heuristical indication of which will be the growth
allowed in the nonlinear terms. If we let q  1 and s  0, in the region
s>Nq$, we will have H &sq (0)tL1 (0). Hence, if \1<(N+2)N,
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\2<(N+1)N, (which should be the critical growth for q=1), we may
expect that f0 and g1 are =1- and =2-regular with respect to (X 1q , X
0
q) where
X 1q=H
&s
q (0), for some =1>0, =2>0. In fact, we prove
Lemma 3.7. If f and g satisfy (1.7) with exponents \1<(N+2)N and
\2<(N+1)N, then for 1<q<min[\1 , \2] there exists s>Nq$ such that
if X 1q=H
&s
q (0) then f0 is an =1-regular map relative to (X
1
q , X
0
q) and g1 is
an =2-regular map relative to (X 1q , X
0
q), for some =1>0, =2>0 with
#1 (=1)>\1=1 , #2 (=2)>\2=2 and min[#i (=i)]>max[=i].
Proof. Notice that if 1<q<min[\1 , \2], s>Nq$ and we denote by T
the trace operator, then
H Nq&N\1q (0) / L
\1(0) ww
f0 L1 (0) / H &sq (0)
H Nq&(N&1)\2q (0) w
T L\2(1 ) ww
g1 L1 (0) / H &sq (0)
which implies
& f (u)& f (v)&Hq&s (0)c &u&v&H qNq&N\1(0)
_(1+&u&\1&1
H q
Nq&N\1 (0)
+&v&\1&1
Hq
Nq&(N&1)\1(0)
)
(3.16)
&g1 (u)& g1 (v)&Hq&s(0)c &u&v&H qNq&(N&1)\2 (0)
_(1+&u&\2&1
H q
(N&1)q&N\1 (0)
+&v&\2&1
H q
Nq&(N&2)\2(0)
).
(3.17)
From the assumption on \1 and \2 we can take $>0 small enough so
that
=1=
1
2 \N&
N
\1++$<\1=1=
1
2
(N(\1&1)+$\1)<1&2$,
=2=
1
2 \N&
N&1
\2 ++$<\2 =2=
1
2
(N(\2&1)+1+$\2)<1&2$.
Let s0=Nq$+$, and X 1q=H
&s0
q (0).
Then H Nq&N\1q (0)=X
1+=1
q , H
Nq&(N&1)\2
q (0)=X
1+=2
q and H
&s0&2$
q (0)
=X 1&$q . Hence, f0 : X
1+=1
q  X
#1(=1)
q , g1 : X
1+=2
q  X
#2(=2)
q with #1 (=1)=
#2 (=2)=1&$>max[\1=1 , \2=2] and from (3.16), (3.17) we obtain (2.3)
for f0 and g1 . This proves that f0 is an =1-regular map and that g1 is an
=2-regular map. K
Again by Theorem 2.2 and a bootstrap argument, we get
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Theorem 3.3. If f and g satisfy (1.7) with \1<(N+2)N and
\2<(N+1)N, and if X 1q=H
&s
q (0) with q and s as in Lemma 3.7, then
problem (1.1) with u0 # X 1q has a unique = -regular solution, for some = >0.
Furthermore, this solution is a classical solution.
We also have
Proposition 3.1. With the assumption above, there exist q>1 and
s>Nq$ such that if u0 # (C(0 ))$ then u0 # X 1q and the solution u(t, u0) in
Theorem 3.3 satisfies
(u(t, u0), ,)=|
0
u(t, x) ,(x) dx wwt  0 (u0 , ,), \, # C(0 ).
Proof. Consider $ as in the proof of Lemma 3.7. Since we have a lot of
freedom choosing q for Lemma 3.7, we choose it with the condition that
Nq$<$. Then u0 # X 1q and since u( } ) is an = -regular solution, we have
u(t)=eAtu0+ t0 e
A(t&s)h(u(s)) ds. From this, observe that
"|
t
0
eA(t&s)h(u(s)) ds"Lq(0)|
t
0
&eA(t&s)h(u(s))&Lq(0) ds.
Notice that, if 2l=Nq$+$, then X 1+lq =L
q (0) and then using
h= f0+ g1 , the =1 and =2 regularity of each term and the estimate for the
linear semigroup given in Theorem 2.1, with :=#i (=i) and ;=1+l, we can
bound the expression above by
M :
2
i=1
|
t
0
(t&s)&1+#i (=i)&l c(1+&u(s)&\i
X 1+=i
) ds.
Now multiplying and dividing by s=i \i inside each integral, taking the sup
and rescaling the remaining integrals, we get
:
2
i=1
(t#i (=i)&l+t#i (=i)&\i =i&l sup
0st
(s=i &u(s)&X 1+=i)\i) ww
t  0
0.
since, as u is an = -regular solution, the sup above are finite and the
exponents for t are positive by construction of =i , #i (= i), \i and l.
With this,
lim
t  0
(u(t), ,) =lim
t  0
(eAtu0 , ,) =lim
t  0
(u0 , eAt,) =(u0 , ,)
and we get the result. K
Finally, we can obtain the following
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Theorem 3.4. With the assumption above, if u0 # (C(0 ))$ then there
exists a unique classical solution to (1.1) which satisfies
|
0
u(t, x) ,(x) dx wwt  0 (u0 , ,) , \, # C(0 ). (3.18)
Proof. The existence is guaranteed by Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.1.
For the uniqueness observe that by the uniform boundedness principle it
follows that any classical solution v(t, x) satisfying (3.18) is bounded, as
t  0, in (C(0 ))$. Since the inclusion (C(0 ))$/X 1q , with X
1
q as in
Theorem 3.3, is compact, we obtain that v(t) wwt  0 u0 in X 1q .
Moreover, it is clear that if v(t) is a classical solution then v #
C((0, {], X 1+=q ) and then it is an = -regular solution. Then, the uniqueness
follows from the uniqueness of Theorem 3.3. K
Remark 3.4. Similar ideas can be used to obtain existence and unique-
ness of classical solutions to (1.1) when the initial data is even more
singular. Actually with the same techniques as above, it can be shown that
if 1<\1<(N+2)(N+&), 1<\2<(N+1)(N+&), 0&<1, and u0 #
(C & (0 ))$ then problem (1.1) has a unique classical solution.
4. FINAL REMARKS
All the results in previous sections apply when in (1.1) one consideres,
instead of the Laplace operator, more general elliptic operators, like the
one from the example in Subsection 2.1. As a matter of fact we may
consider operators of the form
Lu=&div(a(x) {u)+c(x)u, in 0,
u=0, on 10 ,
a(x)
u
n
+b(x)u=0, on 11
u
n
=0, on 12
where a, b, c # C 1, a(x)m>0, and where 10 , 11 , 12 is a regular partition
of 0, that is 0=10 _ 11 _ 12 and 1 0 & 1 1 & 1 2=<. Notice that L can
be regarded as an unbounded operator in Lq (0) with domain,
D(L)=E 1q=[u # W
2, q (0), u=0 on 10 , a(x) un+b(x)u=0 on 11 ,
un=0 on 12]. By interpolation, following [4], L has an associated
scale of Banach spaces, E :q , that for 0:1 satisfy the continuous embed-
dings E :q /H
2:
q (0), where H
:
q(0) are the Bessel potential spaces. As a
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consequence of these embeddings, the =-regularity properties of the non-
linear terms in this scale are the same as the ones in the scale generated by
the Laplace operator. This implies that the analysis done for the Laplace
operator in the previous sections can be carried over with no essential
changes when considering these more general operators.
It is worth noting that, with initial data in Lq (0) and in the one dimen-
sional case, N=1, we can not deal with the critical exponent case, that is,
when g verifies (1.7) with \2=1+q, see Lemma 3.3. In fact, we have that,
in this case, the map g1 is not =-regular for any positive value of = and the
intervals of =-regularity in Lemma 3.3 become empty. We will pursue this
open problem in a future work.
Finally, the abstract techniques developed in this paper will permit to
treat similarly other kind of problems, for instance when the nonlinearity
f includes transport terms.
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